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Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Although Leon was getting more distant from the river of magma, the heat
wasn't decreasing . Leon also couldn't help but wonder why the hell the
temperature wasn't falling despite the fact that Fire Resistance leveled up a
lot .

"I guess even the flesh of this damn thing even emanates a lot of heat . . . Still,
considering the size of this monster . . . how the hell this thing can emanate



so much heat every single moment? It doesn't run out of fuel? Even if its

recovery is high, the consumption of food would also be immense . . . "

Leon couldn't help but compare that those parasites he was eating were like
bacteria everyone would have on their bodies . Most likely, those would enter
anyone's body through the ingestion of food . But he still was having
difficulties accepting that because it would mean he would be inside of a
creature that was perhaps as long as the solar system where Earth was . . .
Whenever Leon thought about that, he would lose his focus and wonder what
the hell was that assimilation system and why it did exist if he could grant the
opportunity to a creature reach that size . . . that was a very troublesome
question because Leon was a curious guy . Since he was curious, he would
waste too much time thinking about some things that there were impossible to
explain . At least with the knowledge and experience he has .

"I have to keep my focus . . . I already have too many doubts in my mind to
keep pondering about insane things . "

Even though Leon was getting more and more distant from the river of
magma, surprisingly enough, his surroundings weren't getting dark . Probably
because the heat was being generated by mana, and at the same time, it was
illuminating the place . The magma creatures also stopped coming to attack
Leon, but he felt that that wasn't enough .

"It would be great if I could meditate or activate Zen and keep opening this
path . . . but I can't . So what else can I do?"

Although using Telekinesis to move that needly didn't cost him much mana,
Leon was spending a lot of mana to repair the needle . So, he had to obtain
status points outside of the battles and without having to stop that . . . the only
thing Leon could really do was use his stamina or do some exercises to



increase his status a little bit . However, both of them would make him

hungry, and the food there was scarce, and Leon still disliked it . . . even
when he was starving .

"I wonder if the meat of this thing is better than those damn things . . . "

"Yep . . . I am very picky . . . "

Regardless, since Leon was destroying the flesh that had the format of cells,
something started to bother him . Was that cell oversized because he was

inside of colossal creature, or the cell had his size because he got smaller? If

the second option was true . . . would he return to his normal size once he
kills or leaves the creature?

"Geez . . . why the hell I always lose my focus . . . "

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Just when Leon wanted to forget those questions, he at least confirmed that
that colossal creature was part of the assimilation system . Telekinesis was
leveling up pretty fast, considering that Leon was controlling a single object .
Little by little, things were starting to make some sense, but soon Leon
couldn't help but sigh when he found a layer of rocks . When he touched it,
he burned his hands .

"I already know what is on the other side . . . "



Five minutes later, after finally leaving the path he created, Leon found
another river of magma, and the scenario in front of him wasn't much
different from the one he left behind . In the end, it wasn't all that surprising
that Leon would find that . He was inside a gigantic creature, so it was only
apparent that he would find several parts of its body that were identical in
structure . Even if Leon try to create a path upward, he was pretty sure that
the same thing would happen again and again for a very long time .

"I'm tired of this shit . . . "

Recently, Leon has been repeating that a lot . It couldn't be helped, but that
now was his favorite sentence . It was a bit uncomfortable, but Leon decided
to use Zen in the path he just created since he also would be able to level up
Fire Resistance in there without suffering all that much . He needed more
status points to open his next path faster . . . but when he looked behind,
Leon saw the cells he destroyed regenerating at an astounding speed .

"Shit . . . I guess it was only obvious that would happen . "

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

In the end, Leon had to suffer a lot now in order to suffer less later on . So, he
put his hands on the river of magma again . The pain was beyond annoying as
always, but at least his Fire Resistance was still leveling up at the same crazy
speed .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Although Leon was getting more distant from the river of magma, the heat
wasnt decreasing . Leon also couldnt help but wonder why the hell the
temperature wasnt falling despite the fact that Fire Resistance leveled up a
lot .

I guess even the flesh of this damn thing even emanates a lot of heat . . . Still,
considering the size of this monster . . . how the hell this thing can emanate



so much heat every single moment? It doesnt run out of fuel? Even if its

recovery is high, the consumption of food would also be immense . . .

Leon couldnt help but compare that those parasites he was eating were like
bacteria everyone would have on their bodies . Most likely, those would enter
anyones body through the ingestion of food . But he still was having
difficulties accepting that because it would mean he would be inside of a
creature that was perhaps as long as the solar system where Earth was . . .
Whenever Leon thought about that, he would lose his focus and wonder what
the hell was that assimilation system and why it did exist if he could grant the
opportunity to a creature reach that size . . . that was a very troublesome
question because Leon was a curious guy . Since he was curious, he would
waste too much time thinking about some things that there were impossible to
explain . At least with the knowledge and experience he has .

I have to keep my focus . . . I already have too many doubts in my mind to
keep pondering about insane things .

Even though Leon was getting more and more distant from the river of
magma, surprisingly enough, his surroundings werent getting dark . Probably
because the heat was being generated by mana, and at the same time, it was
illuminating the place . The magma creatures also stopped coming to attack
Leon, but he felt that that wasnt enough .

It would be great if I could meditate or activate Zen and keep opening this
path . . . but I cant . So what else can I do?

Although using Telekinesis to move that needly didnt cost him much mana,
Leon was spending a lot of mana to repair the needle . So, he had to obtain
status points outside of the battles and without having to stop that . . . the only
thing Leon could really do was use his stamina or do some exercises to



increase his status a little bit . However, both of them would make him

hungry, and the food there was scarce, and Leon still disliked it . . . even
when he was starving .

I wonder if the meat of this thing is better than those damn things . . .

Yep . . . I am very picky . . .

Regardless, since Leon was destroying the flesh that had the format of cells,
something started to bother him . Was that cell oversized because he was

inside of colossal creature, or the cell had his size because he got smaller? If

the second option was true . . . would he return to his normal size once he
kills or leaves the creature?

Geez . . . why the hell I always lose my focus . . .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Just when Leon wanted to forget those questions, he at least confirmed that
that colossal creature was part of the assimilation system . Telekinesis was
leveling up pretty fast, considering that Leon was controlling a single object .
Little by little, things were starting to make some sense, but soon Leon
couldnt help but sigh when he found a layer of rocks .When he touched it, he
burned his hands .

I already know what is on the other side . . .



Five minutes later, after finally leaving the path he created, Leon found
another river of magma, and the scenario in front of him wasnt much different

from the one he left behind . In the end, it wasnt all that surprising that Leon
would find that . He was inside a gigantic creature, so it was only apparent
that he would find several parts of its body that were identical in structure .
Even if Leon try to create a path upward, he was pretty sure that the same
thing would happen again and again for a very long time .

Im tired of this shit . . .

Recently, Leon has been repeating that a lot . It couldnt be helped, but that
now was his favorite sentence . It was a bit uncomfortable, but Leon decided
to use Zen in the path he just created since he also would be able to level up
Fire Resistance in there without suffering all that much . He needed more
status points to open his next path faster . . . but when he looked behind,
Leon saw the cells he destroyed regenerating at an astounding speed .

Shit . . . I guess it was only obvious that would happen .

Congratulations! The skill Pain Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

In the end, Leon had to suffer a lot now in order to suffer less later on . So, he
put his hands on the river of magma again . The pain was beyond annoying as
always, but at least his Fire Resistance was still leveling up at the same crazy
speed .

Novel Chapter 382
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After Leon's daily dose of self-harm, that was the training to level up his Fire
Resistance, Leon created another hideout hidden in the layer of earth and
rocks of the ceiling of . . . whatever the hell he was . It was already more than
clear that he wouldn't escape that hellhole anytime soon, but he decided to
create a mithril needle every day to increase his digging speed . Instead of
stopping one hour from repairing those, he would use another to open the path
once a needle loses its tip . He would fix them later once he stops to rests .

"It is also a good idea to use several needles at the same time to open the path
faster, but that also means that I will have to decrease my sleeping hours even
more . "

It wasn't the same thing, but Leon decided to use the moments he uses Zen as
moments of rest . . . it wasn't a good idea, but he had no other choice . As
long as Sleep Resistance keeps leveling up, the effects of his tiredness would
decrease, probably .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sleep Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

For the time being, Leon decided to level up Zen as much as possible . He
would need that skill in order to save some time creating the mithril needles .
Besides, he also intended to increase their size in order to increase their
piercing power and durability . Meditation could help with that, but Zen was
much more efficient .



"I should stop allocating points into recovery once it reaches 2500 . . . even
though that stat will help me train my spells more frequently, it will become
less useful once I learn how to drain mana from my opponents . "
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Leon felt like almost a month had passed since he arrived on that hellhole,
and since then, he didn't increase his intelligence using status . Zen increased
it a little, but it wasn't enough . Without seeing his intelligence growing,
Leon couldn't feel his power growing, so that was necessary .

Mithril Needle

It grants you Strength +80, Speed + 40, Dexterity + 40 .

"Mmm . . . I guess this time, I didn't do well since I made the weapon faster,
thanks to Zen . "

Leon was a bit disappointed, but since he made the weapon in twelve hours
instead of twenty-four, he didn't let that bother him for long . At the very
least, that gave him some good piece of information . . . he could make better
weapons if he focuses a little and more and work minutely .

"I don't have time, but . . . what else can I do?"
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Until now, Leon only moved forward . . . the only times he retreated; he did
that because he had no other choice . It was a retreat or die, but now he was

questioning if only moving forward was the best option . If he had taken his
time and accessed things with caution, he could have saved himself from
many problems . If Leon had decided not to ally himself with the harvesters,
two hundred years wouldn't have passed on earth while he was away… but he

also wouldn't have obtained Volt's fragment's power .

"I don't even know if such a long time has even passed on Earth… it is just

the worst-case scenario . "

That being said, Leon was pretty sure that he was in a place where time
passed faster than Miebos… Regardless, questioning his past choices now
that he knew the outcome of them was a waste of time . In the end, the true
worst-case scenario would be Leon dying full of regrets… he was doing his

best whenever possible to avoid that .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Once Leon finished the path upward and found almost the exact same place
he left below, he resumed the task of creating another mithril needle . This
time, he didn't even waste time sighing upon realizing that his efforts didn't
take him to the exit of that place . It was meaningless…

Time and time again, the same thing happened . Leon dug and just found
another maze-like space… but time and time again instead of stopping to sigh

or complain, he just moved forward . Leon endured the pain to increase his
Fire Resistance, and once he did it, he created a hideout and created another
mithril needle .

That whole process repeated itself seven times, and once Leon had ten mithril
needles, he started to increase their size, but soon he stopped . It was obvious,
but something wrong with that place… Leon understood that he couldn't
escape from there, and he was there to suffer when his Fire Resistance
reached level two hundred fifty, and the heat didn't decrease even a single
bit .

After Leons daily dose of self-harm, that was the training to level up his Fire
Resistance, Leon created another hideout hidden in the layer of earth and
rocks of the ceiling of . . . whatever the hell he was . It was already more than



clear that he wouldnt escape that hellhole anytime soon, but he decided to
create a mithril needle every day to increase his digging speed . Instead of
stopping one hour from repairing those, he would use another to open the path
once a needle loses its tip . He would fix them later once he stops to rests .

It is also a good idea to use several needles at the same time to open the path
faster, but that also means that I will have to decrease my sleeping hours even
more .

It wasnt the same thing, but Leon decided to use the moments he uses Zen as
moments of rest . . . it wasnt a good idea, but he had no other choice . As
long as Sleep Resistance keeps leveling up, the effects of his tiredness would
decrease, probably .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

For the time being, Leon decided to level up Zen as much as possible . He
would need that skill in order to save some time creating the mithril needles .
Besides, he also intended to increase their size in order to increase their
piercing power and durability . Meditation could help with that, but Zen was
much more efficient .

I should stop allocating points into recovery once it reaches 2500 . . . even
though that stat will help me train my spells more frequently, it will become
less useful once I learn how to drain mana from my opponents .

Leon felt like almost a month had passed since he arrived on that hellhole,
and since then, he didnt increase his intelligence using status . Zen increased
it a little, but it wasnt enough . Without seeing his intelligence growing, Leon
couldnt feel his power growing, so that was necessary .

Mithril Needle

It grants you Strength +80, Speed + 40, Dexterity + 40 .

Mmm . . . I guess this time, I didnt do well since I made the weapon faster,
thanks to Zen .

Leon was a bit disappointed, but since he made the weapon in twelve hours
instead of twenty-four, he didnt let that bother him for long . At the very least,



that gave him some good piece of information . . . he could make better
weapons if he focuses a little and more and work minutely .

I dont have time, but . . . what else can I do?

Until now, Leon only moved forward . . . the only times he retreated; he did
that because he had no other choice . It was a retreat or die, but now he was

questioning if only moving forward was the best option . If he had taken his
time and accessed things with caution, he could have saved himself from
many problems . If Leon had decided not to ally himself with the harvesters,
two hundred years wouldnt have passed on earth while he was away… but he
also wouldnt have obtained Volts fragments power .

I dont even know if such a long time has even passed on Earth… it is just the
worst-case scenario .

That being said, Leon was pretty sure that he was in a place where time
passed faster than Miebos… Regardless, questioning his past choices now
that he knew the outcome of them was a waste of time . In the end, the true
worst-case scenario would be Leon dying full of regrets… he was doing his

best whenever possible to avoid that .

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .
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Once Leon finished the path upward and found almost the exact same place
he left below, he resumed the task of creating another mithril needle . This
time, he didnt even waste time sighing upon realizing that his efforts didnt
take him to the exit of that place . It was meaningless…

Time and time again, the same thing happened . Leon dug and just found
another maze-like space… but time and time again instead of stopping to sigh

or complain, he just moved forward . Leon endured the pain to increase his
Fire Resistance, and once he did it, he created a hideout and created another
mithril needle .

That whole process repeated itself seven times, and once Leon had ten mithril
needles, he started to increase their size, but soon he stopped . It was obvious,
but something wrong with that place… Leon understood that he couldnt
escape from there, and he was there to suffer when his Fire Resistance
reached level two hundred fifty, and the heat didnt decrease even a single bit .

Novel Chapter 383

Chapter 383: 383



"I wonder why I didn't notice this sooner . . . "

Leon was inside a gigantic creature; it was obvious . However, it was
impossible that something alive as large as the solar system could exist . . . a
living being couldn't become that large, it didn't make any sense . So, Leon
reached a conclusion . . . he was inside a living trap .

"I don't know if this is a pet of that bastard or not . . . but it is clear that this
thing can distort the space inside himself . The only thing I can do to leave
this place is to explode the whole thing . . . or find the key to cancel this
power . "

The shadowy figure wanted to make Leon stronger . . . why? It was

impossible to find the correct answer, but Leon had a few hypotheses . Maybe
the shadowy figure would find another way to control him once their level of
power gets close to each other, or he would just kill him to become stronger .
Usually, one could only grow stronger fast facing stronger opponents, but the
stronger the one gests, the harder it becomes to find anyone who could be
worthy of their time . . . Although it wasn't the best option, it was better to
use spells on weak targets than practicing them against nothing .

"I guess that bastard wants to use me as a guinea pig to practice some skill or
spell he developed . "

It was insane that a living being could think of another living being just as a
tool to get stronger or to reach such a simple goal, However, it wasn't
surprising that the sense of morals of someone would deviate after living for
thousands of years . Leon could easily imagine humans acting like that if they
have thousands of years to nurture their ego . In the past, even though some



people weren't actually more powerful, but just rich, some individuals gave
no value to other people's lives .
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"Since he sent me to this place, does he want to level up a fire-type spell?
No . . . I can't just assume things . Regardless, that bastard wants to kill me,
and I can't leave this place . What can I do to solve those problems?"

Leon's best option not to die was to level up Heal and Regeneration in order
to save some mana from using Full-Recover . Harming himself was easy,
Leon just have to stay near the magma, but would that solve the problem?
Wouldn't that just prolong his torment in case he becomes a guinea pig to the
shadowy figure? Leon found the answer; he shouldn't search for the exit . . .
he must kill the beast .

"I lack the mana to do that . . . but if I manage to learn how to absorb mana,
then I will have a chance to succeed before that bastard teleports me again . "

Leon created another hideout, but this time he created it very close to the
monster's flesh . The creature was so big that even Mana Dominion couldn't
recognize its presence since it was much bigger than the effective area of the
skill . Despite that, even though Leon's hand was starting to burn, he could
feel the mana inside of it .



Leon tried several things, inserting his mana and forcing the mana of the
monster to go to his body, envelop his mana on the cell of the creature, and
consume it . . . Leon even tried to use mithril as a catalyst to drain the mana .
After trying that for several days, he gave up . The answer wasn't something
so simple .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

After receiving those notifications, Leon recalled that he could feel mana
inside the magma creatures . . . could he use Mana-Eater on them? If that

was the case, could he suck the mana of the magma?

"Even if I can, I'm not looking for that easy option . . . I want to absorb all the
mana of this freak, not only a small part . "

Mana-Eater forced the mana of the things that were in touch with Leon to
give their mana, but Leon couldn't do that on a massive monster . So, he had
to change his ways . . .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon had an idea when he received that notification, instead of trying to
absorb mana itself, how about trying to absorb the heat? It was clear that the

monsters as using its mana to keep emanating so much heat, after all .
Unfortunately, the heat only increased Leon's body temperature, and he
couldn't control it at any level .

"I can feel the heat . . . why can't control it? Is it because it doesn't have my
mana? I should have been able to control it thanks to Pyromancy . . . "

Even if Leon has Pyromancy, it made sense that he couldn't control the heat
caused by something far more powerful . Besides, if he wanted to absorb the



heat, he wouldn't actually learn how to absorb mana . He would learn Fire
Absorption . So, it looked that it wasn't the right path .

"How about I use the same method I use when I use Seal?"

It would be hard since when Leon uses Seal, he covers the entire body of the
monster, and that was something he couldn't do . So, he had to adapt the skill
a little bit . . . After destroying a bit of flesh, Leon covered the wound with
his mana . Despite that, he couldn't feel anything because the mana of that
part dispersed when he destroyed it . However, when Leon created hundreds
of small connections using his mana thought the other cells, he started to feel
the massive mana around him .

" I guess this is the first step . . . " Leon said while he broke into a cold sweat
since it had been the first time he felt so much mana in a single being .

I wonder why I didnt notice this sooner . . .

Leon was inside a gigantic creature; it was obvious . However, it was
impossible that something alive as large as the solar system could exist . . . a
living being couldnt become that large, it didnt make any sense . So, Leon
reached a conclusion . . . he was inside a living trap .

I dont know if this is a pet of that bastard or not . . . but it is clear that this
thing can distort the space inside himself . The only thing I can do to leave
this place is to explode the whole thing . . . or find the key to cancel this
power .



The shadowy figure wanted to make Leon stronger . . . why? It was

impossible to find the correct answer, but Leon had a few hypotheses . Maybe
the shadowy figure would find another way to control him once their level of
power gets close to each other, or he would just kill him to become stronger .
Usually, one could only grow stronger fast facing stronger opponents, but the
stronger the one gests, the harder it becomes to find anyone who could be
worthy of their time . . . Although it wasnt the best option, it was better to use
spells on weak targets than practicing them against nothing .

I guess that bastard wants to use me as a guinea pig to practice some skill or
spell he developed .

It was insane that a living being could think of another living being just as a
tool to get stronger or to reach such a simple goal, However, it wasnt
surprising that the sense of morals of someone would deviate after living for
thousands of years . Leon could easily imagine humans acting like that if they
have thousands of years to nurture their ego . In the past, even though some
people werent actually more powerful, but just rich, some individuals gave no
value to other peoples lives .

Since he sent me to this place, does he want to level up a fire-type spell?
No . . . I cant just assume things . Regardless, that bastard wants to kill me,
and I cant leave this place . What can I do to solve those problems?

Leons best option not to die was to level up Heal and Regeneration in order to
save some mana from using Full-Recover . Harming himself was easy, Leon
just have to stay near the magma, but would that solve the problem?Wouldnt

that just prolong his torment in case he becomes a guinea pig to the shadowy
figure? Leon found the answer; he shouldnt search for the exit . . . he must
kill the beast .



I lack the mana to do that . . . but if I manage to learn how to absorb mana,
then I will have a chance to succeed before that bastard teleports me again .

Leon created another hideout, but this time he created it very close to the
monsters flesh . The creature was so big that even Mana Dominion couldnt
recognize its presence since it was much bigger than the effective area of the
skill . Despite that, even though Leons hand was starting to burn, he could
feel the mana inside of it .

Leon tried several things, inserting his mana and forcing the mana of the
monster to go to his body, envelop his mana on the cell of the creature, and
consume it . . . Leon even tried to use mithril as a catalyst to drain the mana .
After trying that for several days, he gave up . The answer wasnt something
so simple .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



After receiving those notifications, Leon recalled that he could feel mana
inside the magma creatures . . . could he use Mana-Eater on them? If that

was the case, could he suck the mana of the magma?

Even if I can, Im not looking for that easy option . . . I want to absorb all the
mana of this freak, not only a small part .

Mana-Eater forced the mana of the things that were in touch with Leon to
give their mana, but Leon couldnt do that on a massive monster . So, he had
to change his ways . . .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon had an idea when he received that notification, instead of trying to
absorb mana itself, how about trying to absorb the heat? It was clear that the

monsters as using its mana to keep emanating so much heat, after all .
Unfortunately, the heat only increased Leons body temperature, and he
couldnt control it at any level .

I can feel the heat . . . why cant control it? Is it because it doesnt have my

mana? I should have been able to control it thanks to Pyromancy . . .

Even if Leon has Pyromancy, it made sense that he couldnt control the heat
caused by something far more powerful . Besides, if he wanted to absorb the
heat, he wouldnt actually learn how to absorb mana . He would learn Fire
Absorption . So, it looked that it wasnt the right path .



How about I use the same method I use when I use Seal?

It would be hard since when Leon uses Seal, he covers the entire body of the
monster, and that was something he couldnt do . So, he had to adapt the skill
a little bit . . . After destroying a bit of flesh, Leon covered the wound with
his mana . Despite that, he couldnt feel anything because the mana of that part
dispersed when he destroyed it . However, when Leon created hundreds of
small connections using his mana thought the other cells, he started to feel the
massive mana around him .

I guess this is the first step . . . Leon said while he broke into a cold sweat
since it had been the first time he felt so much mana in a single being .

Novel Chapter 384

Chapter 384: 384

Leon tried to suck the mana of the flesh while his own mana was in touch
with . However, that didn't work . . . it was like he was trying to drink the
water of a bottle by making a small hole on the bottle . The hole was so small
and ridiculous that it was like it wasn't even there .

"I guess this is a failure . . . Although I want to drain the mana, this isn't the
way I imagined it would be . In the end, draining mana from a distance and

without putting myself at risk is a crazy wish . "

Suddenly, the damaged flesh started to repair itself, and Leon's mana begun
to disperse . Being so close to that process was scary and disgusting, but Leon
didn't take out his hand . He decided to take that risk in order to feel the mana



inside that small amount of flesh even more . . . even if he had to lose a
hand .

Surprisingly, the regeneration stopped when it touched Leon's hand . His
hand was being pressed against it, but it wasn't that painful . Regardless, even
though the cell wasn't completely healed, Leon could feel its mana inside of
it . The temperature of his arm started to increase due to the heat, but he
endured again .

"What now . . . "

Leon was in a hurry, but it wasn't like that would help him to learn the spell

faster . Anyway, Leon wouldn't stop until he finally learns that damn skill .
Since Leon's skin was starting to burn, he was forced to activate Regeneration
to counter that . Then Leon felt his arm getting hotter .
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"What the . . . "

It was weird, his arm was getting hotter, but the temperature of the ambient
didn't increase . . . when Leon focused his attention, he felt that the nearby
mana was approaching more and more his arm .

"Is the mana of the cell reacting to my mana?"



That was very weird . . . it wasn't like healing magic had that kind of effect .
So, Leon couldn't help but get confused . The more his arm healed, the more
the creature's mana got stuck to Leon's arm . . . it was like the cell was trying
to transmit mana to Leon, but why?

"Is it because I'm healing myself? Or is it because my arm is losing mana to

heal itself?"

Leon decided to use all his mana and see what would happen, but after
creating a small mithril needle, the mana didn't get absorbed by his arm .
After using all his mana, the flesh sent Leon the same amount of mana, and
now he was feeling as if his left arm was inside magma . . . even though no
damage was being caused .
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"Most likely . . . the cells transmit mana to all body parts that are lacking
mana . So, since I left my arm inside the flesh, it is treating as if I'm part of

the monster . . . it is a really dumb cell . "

Leon didn't know if that would work, but it was worth a try . He covered his
arm with a thin layer of mana and then tried to mix it with the monster's
mana . He succeeded, but only obtained control of the same amount of mana
he used . So, the mana on his arm that he could control duplicated .

"Well . . . now, how do I make the mana return to inside my body?"



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Absorption .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Before Leon could start to think, the mana got absorbed, and then he
understood everything . Just like Seal, the target had to be alive for the skill
to work . However, the body of the target couldn't be damaged . . . well, at
least the part which Leon had to touch in order to drain the mana . But the
most important rule was, he had to use mana to absorb mana . The mana he
would obtain would be the double of the mana he uses . At level one, he
could only absorb two points of mana .

"In the end, I got ahead of myself . . . I was already feeling the mana, but I
didn't try to absorb using mana . The spell is relatively simple . . . but it must
have some requirements . Regardless, it looks like even this skill has limits .
If the level max is 1000, then I cannot drain more than two thousand points
of mana of a target . "

Leon took out his arm from the flesh and started to use it . Another weird
thing, the skill was passive when he had the mithril spear of the devourers,
but now it was an active skill . It was just like the Gloves of Regeneration . . .
In any case, that actually helped Leon, since he could only use Fast
Conjuration and Multi-Conjuration .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In just one hour, Leon leveled up Mana Absorption until it reached level fifty,
it wasn't enough for his plans, but he started anyway . . . Little by little Leon
was creating a mithril spear, the biggest mithril spear he had made so far, and
he couldn't help but smirk since he would create the weapon using the mana
of the monster he is going to kill, not only that, he also would use his spirit to
create the biggest magic weapon of the universe . . . probably .

"The problem will be to move such a thing later . . . well, one problem at a

time . "

Leon tried to suck the mana of the flesh while his own mana was in touch
with . However, that didnt work . . . it was like he was trying to drink the
water of a bottle by making a small hole on the bottle . The hole was so small
and ridiculous that it was like it wasnt even there .



I guess this is a failure . . . Although I want to drain the mana, this isnt the
way I imagined it would be . In the end, draining mana from a distance and

without putting myself at risk is a crazy wish .

Suddenly, the damaged flesh started to repair itself, and Leons mana begun to
disperse . Being so close to that process was scary and disgusting, but Leon
didnt take out his hand . He decided to take that risk in order to feel the mana
inside that small amount of flesh even more . . . even if he had to lose a
hand .

Surprisingly, the regeneration stopped when it touched Leons hand . His hand
was being pressed against it, but it wasnt that painful . Regardless, even
though the cell wasnt completely healed, Leon could feel its mana inside of
it . The temperature of his arm started to increase due to the heat, but he
endured again .

What now . . .

Leon was in a hurry, but it wasnt like that would help him to learn the spell

faster . Anyway, Leon wouldnt stop until he finally learns that damn skill .
Since Leons skin was starting to burn, he was forced to activate Regeneration
to counter that . Then Leon felt his arm getting hotter .

What the . . .

It was weird, his arm was getting hotter, but the temperature of the ambient
didnt increase . . . when Leon focused his attention, he felt that the nearby
mana was approaching more and more his arm .



Is the mana of the cell reacting to my mana?

That was very weird . . . it wasnt like healing magic had that kind of effect .
So, Leon couldnt help but get confused . The more his arm healed, the more
the creatures mana got stuck to Leons arm . . . it was like the cell was trying
to transmit mana to Leon, but why?

Is it because Im healing myself? Or is it because my arm is losing mana to

heal itself?

Leon decided to use all his mana and see what would happen, but after
creating a small mithril needle, the mana didnt get absorbed by his arm . After
using all his mana, the flesh sent Leon the same amount of mana, and now he

was feeling as if his left arm was inside magma . . . even though no damage
was being caused .

Most likely . . . the cells transmit mana to all body parts that are lacking
mana . So, since I left my arm inside the flesh, it is treating as if Im part of

the monster . . . it is a really dumb cell .

Leon didnt know if that would work, but it was worth a try . He covered his
arm with a thin layer of mana and then tried to mix it with the monsters
mana . He succeeded, but only obtained control of the same amount of mana
he used . So, the mana on his arm that he could control duplicated .

Well . . . now, how do I make the mana return to inside my body?

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Absorption .



You obtained 01 status points .

Before Leon could start to think, the mana got absorbed, and then he
understood everything . Just like Seal, the target had to be alive for the skill
to work . However, the body of the target couldnt be damaged . . . well, at
least the part which Leon had to touch in order to drain the mana . But the
most important rule was, he had to use mana to absorb mana . The mana he
would obtain would be the double of the mana he uses . At level one, he
could only absorb two points of mana .

In the end, I got ahead of myself . . . I was already feeling the mana, but I
didnt try to absorb using mana . The spell is relatively simple . . . but it must
have some requirements . Regardless, it looks like even this skill has limits .
If the level max is 1000, then I cannot drain more than two thousand points
of mana of a target .

Leon took out his arm from the flesh and started to use it . Another weird
thing, the skill was passive when he had the mithril spear of the devourers,
but now it was an active skill . It was just like the Gloves of Regeneration . . .
In any case, that actually helped Leon, since he could only use Fast
Conjuration and Multi-Conjuration .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In just one hour, Leon leveled up Mana Absorption until it reached level fifty,
it wasnt enough for his plans, but he started anyway . . . Little by little Leon
was creating a mithril spear, the biggest mithril spear he had made so far, and
he couldnt help but smirk since he would create the weapon using the mana of
the monster he is going to kill, not only that, he also would use his spirit to
create the biggest magic weapon of the universe . . . probably .

The problem will be to move such a thing later . . . well, one problem at a

time .

Novel Chapter 385

Chapter 385: 385

Since Leon was already sick of that hellhole, he decided to make his spear
hollow in order to move faster . He would open a path, and by moving inside
the spear, Leon wouldn't have waste time . Even though that was his plan to
save time and mana, things weren't going fast enough . Even if Leon uses
Haste and multiplies by three the speed he could drain mana, he could only
create two grams of mithril per second . It was very impressive but not
enough considering Leon's goal .



"If by some miracle I reach the max level of this thing in less than a month, it
still will take months to finish the spear . . . "

After two hours, the spear already had Leon's size, and he was fortunate
enough that there was no sign of the mana ending or of the monster reacting .
Still, time was of the essence .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Haste has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Multi-Conjuration has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



"Shall I wait and see and hope that by leveling up, I will eventually reach my
goal in just a few months, or should I try something more?"

Just attacking the flesh of the monster wasn't enough since it could regenerate,
but if Leon leaves the mithril spear stuck on the flesh, it will prevent the
healing was, and at the same time, it would of stack up the damage caused .
Leon had to be smart because he couldn't do three things at the same time; he
could only use Mana Absorption in one hand and create the mithril spear with
the other . Although he could control several spears, it was very different
from using spells .

In the end, the only thing Leon could do was also to use Electric Armor to
increase his speed a little more, it would be uncomfortable, but it wouldn't be
as unpleasant as the heat of that hellhole .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Regeneration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

At least by using those active skills, Leon didn't have to worry about his
concentration . Also, after several level-ups, Leon managed to reach one of
his goals, his recovery reached 2500 points, and now he could focus on

increasing his intelligence again .

There was also a chance that the creature could react in some way before
Leon finishes the weapon and causes critical damage and then stop him from



finishing it . That would be very annoying, but it wasn't like Leon had much
choice . Although the tip of the spear was more or less finished, he couldn't
finish the butt of it because if he does that, he would have problems lifting the
spear and make it grow upward .

"Shall I add some spikes around the spear? I bet it would make this damn

thing suffer a lot . . . it is a pity that I would have to waste a lot of time to
create that . "

In the end, Leon didn't have time to be nasty and make that living prison
suffer . Just killing was more than enough for the time being . Regardless,
Leon had to work non-stop for one week to create a mithril spear long enough
that could pierce two layers of those maze-like paths . Leon forgot that he
would most likely penetrate a river of magma, so he almost wet himself when
he saw magma flowing inside the spear .

Afterward, things got a little faster since several skills leveled up . However,
even after Mana Absorption reached the level two hundred, Leon still had to
work for three days straight in order to pierce another layer of space inside the
creature .

"Since it has come to this, I guess I don't have to worry about this monster
suddenly trying to kill me . . . unless I destroy some vital organ, it will just
ignore me . Rather, this thing even knows that I'm inside of its body?"

Either way, Leon wouldn't change his attitude, but he couldn't help but think
that he would love to have such a chance again . Although it was dangerous,
the next time he finds another unbelievable gigantic monster, he would stay
inside for a while just to have access to nearly infinite mana and train his
spells .



After working hard for one month, Leon's spear was already seven hundred
meters long and now pierced through twenty layers of flesh, magma, and
rocks . . . Still, Leon couldn't see the end of it . Regardless, now Leon could

penetrate one layer of rock, magma, and flesh every single day, and he also
discovered something . After leveling up, Mana Absorption to the level three

hundred, the beast stopped emitting its hellish heat . Leon could absorb one
million mana points every ten minutes, and that was the same amount the
monster could recover in that time .

"I don't know if feel happy that I can produce one kilogram of mithril every

ten minutes . . . or if I feel scared that a creature that has one million points in
recovery can exist . . . "

After confirming that and noticing that nothing changed on his surroundings,
Leon confirmed that nothing would happen to him . So, he started to work
even faster . . .

Since Leon was already sick of that hellhole, he decided to make his spear
hollow in order to move faster . He would open a path, and by moving inside
the spear, Leon wouldnt have waste time . Even though that was his plan to
save time and mana, things werent going fast enough . Even if Leon uses
Haste and multiplies by three the speed he could drain mana, he could only
create two grams of mithril per second . It was very impressive but not
enough considering Leons goal .

If by some miracle I reach the max level of this thing in less than a month, it
still will take months to finish the spear . . .



After two hours, the spear already had Leons size, and he was fortunate
enough that there was no sign of the mana ending or of the monster reacting .
Still, time was of the essence .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Haste has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Multi-Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fast Conjuration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Shall I wait and see and hope that by leveling up, I will eventually reach my
goal in just a few months, or should I try something more?

Just attacking the flesh of the monster wasnt enough since it could regenerate,
but if Leon leaves the mithril spear stuck on the flesh, it will prevent the
healing was, and at the same time, it would of stack up the damage caused .
Leon had to be smart because he couldnt do three things at the same time; he
could only use Mana Absorption in one hand and create the mithril spear with



the other . Although he could control several spears, it was very different
from using spells .

In the end, the only thing Leon could do was also to use Electric Armor to
increase his speed a little more, it would be uncomfortable, but it wouldnt be
as unpleasant as the heat of that hellhole .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Absorption has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Regeneration has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

At least by using those active skills, Leon didnt have to worry about his
concentration . Also, after several level-ups, Leon managed to reach one of
his goals, his recovery reached 2500 points, and now he could focus on

increasing his intelligence again .

There was also a chance that the creature could react in some way before
Leon finishes the weapon and causes critical damage and then stop him from
finishing it . That would be very annoying, but it wasnt like Leon had much
choice . Although the tip of the spear was more or less finished, he couldnt
finish the butt of it because if he does that, he would have problems lifting the
spear and make it grow upward .

Shall I add some spikes around the spear? I bet it would make this damn thing
suffer a lot . . . it is a pity that I would have to waste a lot of time to create
that .

In the end, Leon didnt have time to be nasty and make that living prison
suffer . Just killing was more than enough for the time being . Regardless,
Leon had to work non-stop for one week to create a mithril spear long enough
that could pierce two layers of those maze-like paths . Leon forgot that he
would most likely penetrate a river of magma, so he almost wet himself when
he saw magma flowing inside the spear .

Afterward, things got a little faster since several skills leveled up . However,
even after Mana Absorption reached the level two hundred, Leon still had to



work for three days straight in order to pierce another layer of space inside the
creature .

Since it has come to this, I guess I dont have to worry about this monster
suddenly trying to kill me . . . unless I destroy some vital organ, it will just
ignore me . Rather, this thing even knows that Im inside of its body?

Either way, Leon wouldnt change his attitude, but he couldnt help but think
that he would love to have such a chance again . Although it was dangerous,
the next time he finds another unbelievable gigantic monster, he would stay
inside for a while just to have access to nearly infinite mana and train his
spells .

After working hard for one month, Leons spear was already seven hundred
meters long and now pierced through twenty layers of flesh, magma, and
rocks . . . Still, Leon couldnt see the end of it . Regardless, now Leon could

penetrate one layer of rock, magma, and flesh every single day, and he also
discovered something . After leveling up, Mana Absorption to the level three

hundred, the beast stopped emitting its hellish heat . Leon could absorb one
million mana points every ten minutes, and that was the same amount the
monster could recover in that time .

I dont know if feel happy that I can produce one kilogram of mithril every ten
minutes . . . or if I feel scared that a creature that has one million points in
recovery can exist . . .

After confirming that and noticing that nothing changed on his surroundings,
Leon confirmed that nothing would happen to him . So, he started to work
even faster . . .



Novel Chapter 386

Chapter 386: 386

After a while, Leon finally noticed that now that he could drain all the mana

that monster could recover, he could use Appraisal on it . So, he didn't waste
time after consuming all the mana of the creature once again .

Galactic Snake (Fire)

Health: 32954136/35000000

Mana: 0/ 18000000

Stamina: 12000000/12000000

Strength: 444523 +

Dexterity: 96588 +

Speed: 321523 +

Active Skills: Fly Lv Max, Burning Aura Lv Max, Fire Creation Lv Lv Max,
Hellfire Lv Max, Regeneration Lv Max, Burning Sacrifice Lv Max
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Passive Skills: Rage Lv Max, Fire Absorption Lv Max, Wild Instincts Lv

Max ¸ Hellish Poison Lv Max, Ice Resistance Lv 650, Gravity Resistance Lv
751, Mana Tracking Lv Max, Spatial Distortion Lv 596

"What the hell . . . "

Leon knew that he was inside of an apex predator like no other, but he didn't
expect to see such crazy status and skills . Still, by the look of things, he only
damaged ten percent of the monster's health . . . it took him one month to

damage only to that extent such a beast . At that rate, Leon would only kill it
after almost one year .

"You have got to be kidding me . . . "

Everything even the name of the monster was ridiculous, Leon's life was
absurd . . . ten years ago he only worried about bills and grades and now he

had to worry about a Galactic Snake . . . a snake that probably traveled
between galaxies . If that wasn't insanity, Leon didn't know what it was .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Yeah, I know . . . no need to tell me . "

Leon didn't have time to worry about such insanity, so he just kept increasing
the size of the mithril spear . Regardless, after analyzing the beast, Leon
managed to discover that the thing had to rest for six hours before it could
restore all its mana . He used that to organize the time he would use to rest .
That being said, it looked like Leon couldn't increase the speed of his
progress, it was only obvious, but even the mana of that hellish creature had a
limit .

"What can I do to speed up this process?"

Leon had some ideas, but first, he had some tests to make . First, he tried to
move the mithril spear upward using a large steel platform . That would help
him save a lot of mana, but that would only be possible if the steel can endure



the small moments where the flesh could transmit its heat . If the flesh
couldn't damage or melt the steel, then it would work .
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Leon decreased by half the amount of time he needed to pierce a layer of that
thing's body . However, another problem appeared . The weapon was getting
too heavy that the steel base was getting crushed by the weapon's weight .

"Hehe, I know how to solve this . . . "

Leon created another tip for the spear, the second one would be pointed
downward, and even without Leon's help, it started to pierce the creature's
flesh, all thanks to the massive weight of the weapon . It was a pity now that

the spear he was making had some steel parts, but it couldn't be helped .
Everything was to save time .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"ACHOOOOOO! Holy shit . . . what is this cold now?"

Surprisingly enough, maybe it was because the time the creature could emit
heat was decreasing more and more, things started to get really cold . When

Leon pierced the next layer of flesh, he got surprised when he saw the magma

had become rocks again . . . that cold was something else, so Leon couldn't
help but wonder why the snake was getting so cold .

Regardless, it was a problem Leon didn't have to worry about . Although its
health was high, a fire monster getting cold only meant that creature was
suffering damage from outside sources, and that was a very beneficial thing
for Leon . The problem would be after he kills the beast . . .

"I just hope this thing is on a planet for the time being . . . considering there
is oxygen here, then perhaps I don't have to worry . But also considering the
size, this beast can store a lot of oxygen . . . Until now, I didn't feel this
monster moving . So, the chances of this thing are flying through the space
are very high . Still, if that is the case, how come the gravity is still working?
So many questions . . . "

Leon was someone who tends to worry a lot, so thinking about that kind of
thing was unavoidable . Regardless, Leon had to prepare for all possible
outcomes . So, he decided not to increase the temperature of the ambient and



just leave his Ice Resistance leveling up . . . even though that would make
him sneeze non-stop .

Little by little, the creature was dying, Leon endured that test of patience for
several months . However, after six months, the snake only had ten percent of
its health remaining Leon decided to stop . Most likely, once that thing dies,
the shadowy figure would notice . If that happens, Leon would be teleported
again . . . he had one thing to do before he finishes the beast .

"I have to learn a spell to counter Teleportation . "

After a while, Leon finally noticed that now that he could drain all the mana

that monster could recover, he could use Appraisal on it . So, he didnt waste
time after consuming all the mana of the creature once again .

Galactic Snake (Fire)

Health: 32954136/35000000

Mana: 0/ 18000000

Stamina: 12000000/12000000

Strength: 444523 +

Dexterity: 96588 +

Speed: 321523 +



Active Skills: Fly Lv Max, Burning Aura Lv Max, Fire Creation Lv Lv Max,
Hellfire Lv Max, Regeneration Lv Max, Burning Sacrifice Lv Max

Passive Skills: Rage Lv Max, Fire Absorption Lv Max, Wild Instincts Lv

Max ¸ Hellish Poison Lv Max, Ice Resistance Lv 650, Gravity Resistance Lv
751, Mana Tracking Lv Max, Spatial Distortion Lv 596

What the hell . . .

Leon knew that he was inside of an apex predator like no other, but he didnt
expect to see such crazy status and skills . Still, by the look of things, he only
damaged ten percent of the monsters health . . . it took him one month to

damage only to that extent such a beast . At that rate, Leon would only kill it
after almost one year .

You have got to be kidding me . . .

Everything even the name of the monster was ridiculous, Leons life was
absurd . . . ten years ago he only worried about bills and grades and now he

had to worry about a Galactic Snake . . . a snake that probably traveled
between galaxies . If that wasnt insanity, Leon didnt know what it was .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Yeah, I know . . . no need to tell me .

Leon didnt have time to worry about such insanity, so he just kept increasing
the size of the mithril spear . Regardless, after analyzing the beast, Leon
managed to discover that the thing had to rest for six hours before it could
restore all its mana . He used that to organize the time he would use to rest .
That being said, it looked like Leon couldnt increase the speed of his progress,
it was only obvious, but even the mana of that hellish creature had a limit .

What can I do to speed up this process?

Leon had some ideas, but first, he had some tests to make . First, he tried to
move the mithril spear upward using a large steel platform . That would help
him save a lot of mana, but that would only be possible if the steel can endure
the small moments where the flesh could transmit its heat . If the flesh couldnt
damage or melt the steel, then it would work .

Leon decreased by half the amount of time he needed to pierce a layer of that
things body . However, another problem appeared . The weapon was getting
too heavy that the steel base was getting crushed by the weapons weight .



Hehe, I know how to solve this . . .

Leon created another tip for the spear, the second one would be pointed
downward, and even without Leons help, it started to pierce the creatures
flesh, all thanks to the massive weight of the weapon . It was a pity now that

the spear he was making had some steel parts, but it couldnt be helped .
Everything was to save time .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

ACHOOOOOO! Holy shit . . . what is this cold now?

Surprisingly enough, maybe it was because the time the creature could emit
heat was decreasing more and more, things started to get really cold . When

Leon pierced the next layer of flesh, he got surprised when he saw the magma



had become rocks again . . . that cold was something else, so Leon couldnt
help but wonder why the snake was getting so cold .

Regardless, it was a problem Leon didnt have to worry about . Although its
health was high, a fire monster getting cold only meant that creature was
suffering damage from outside sources, and that was a very beneficial thing
for Leon . The problem would be after he kills the beast . . .

I just hope this thing is on a planet for the time being . . . considering there is
oxygen here, then perhaps I dont have to worry . But also considering the size,
this beast can store a lot of oxygen . . . Until now, I didnt feel this monster
moving . So, the chances of this thing are flying through the space are very
high . Still, if that is the case, how come the gravity is still working? So many

questions . . .

Leon was someone who tends to worry a lot, so thinking about that kind of
thing was unavoidable . Regardless, Leon had to prepare for all possible
outcomes . So, he decided not to increase the temperature of the ambient and
just leave his Ice Resistance leveling up . . . even though that would make
him sneeze non-stop .

Little by little, the creature was dying, Leon endured that test of patience for
several months . However, after six months, the snake only had ten percent of
its health remaining Leon decided to stop . Most likely, once that thing dies,
the shadowy figure would notice . If that happens, Leon would be teleported
again . . . he had one thing to do before he finishes the beast .

I have to learn a spell to counter Teleportation .
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Leon already knew what he needed, a spell that could counter any spell that
may change the space around him or force him to move . Such a spell
wouldn't only counter teleportation . It also would counter Telekinesis,
Gravity, and skills like that . The plan to be fast enough to evade those was a
good one, but a bit unrealistic . Leon couldn't keep himself focused at all
times to dodge such spells, after all .

"Fortunately, I have a terrific source of mana with me . So, I don't have to
worry about the cost of mana to learn such spell . . . the problem later will be

how I will keep the spell active every single moment . And it if was a spell
that consumes my mana to prevent such attacks, for how long I will be able to

counter? Those are good questions, which I can't answer right now . "

The only way Leon could think of how to do that would be to keep himself
holding something rich in mithril at all times . However, until now, he didn't
find mithril lying around, and considering his past experiences, Leon would
be a fool to wait to found such useful things . The only option left was to
create mithril or stay close to monsters in order to use Mana Absorption .

"I will worry about such problems later . . . the shadowy figure probably is a
persistent bastard . However, even he won't bother me all that much once I
counter his actions a few times . . . probably . "

Anyway, Leon had to learn the spell and worry about such things later . His
first idea of how to learn the skill he wanted was to improve Mana Barrier .



Leon activated it and confirmed that it could counter the heat of the magma
and even the cold . Leon already knew that it could counter poison, but now
that Leon thought about it, it didn't counter gravity when he learned it . He
didn't feel all that much the effects of the gravity under the city of Miebos

because his Gravity Resistance was high and because he got physically
strong .

"This spell has to active automatically in case something happens, but it
would be a pain if it blocks the entrance of even oxygen . . . I have to use
Mana Barrier to counter the heat of this creature automatically, since that is
emitted thanks to the mana of this creature, if I succeed in doing that,
then . . . "
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After learning that, creating a sphere and thickening that mana in it was easy;
however, creating the same layer of mana instantly was very complicated .
When Leon learned Mana Armor, Mana Shield, and Mana Barrier, he didn't
have to worry about the speed . . . it was like he returned to the moment
where he learned the basics of offensive magic .

"Even that isn't enough . . . the mana has to be thick enough even to counter
things like Gravity and Telekinesis, the problem is . . . how do I hell do

that?"

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Anti-Telekinesis Field .



You obtained 01 status points .

"Hehehe . . . now I know what do I have to do . "

It wasn't much efficient, and it could only counter Telekinesis . Still, since
that kind of skill would only consume his mana if someone tries to control his
body using Telekinesis, it was handy nonetheless . Leon had to use mana to
use Telekinesis and to counter Telekinesis, but he ended up leveling up his
new skill quite a bit .
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Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Doing the same thing, Leon learned Anti-Gravity Field . However, would
both of those be enough to counter forced teleportation? At least, in theory,
the answer was yes since Telekinesis and Gravity were used by mana on their
purest form . Teleportation was probably the same thing, at least Leon
thought that was the case since Transfer worked like that .

"Wait a minute . . . If I can do that with Telekinesis and Gravity, then . . . "

Leon focused on emitting his mana to his surroundings as fast and violently as
possible .Much to his surprise, he soon obtained a notification but opened his
eyes widely when he felt those effects .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Anti-Mana Field .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Oh, boy . . . I thought this would solve all my problems, but this is quite
scary . "

Just like when Leon uses Mana Concealment, he couldn't use spells when
Anti-Mana Field was active . However, the skill was much complicated than



that . Leon couldn't use mana, and he could block magic attacks as long as he
has mana, but he also couldn't feel the effects of his passive skills . It was a
skill that made him turn into an almost ordinary human again . . .

"This skill will certainly prevent forced teleportation, but while I fight, I will
have to deactivate the skill, and that will give the chances to my enemies to
use Teleport and summoning again . . . I can never catch a break . "

It was a bit too much to hope that Leon could learn spells and then solve his
problems just like that . However, he couldn't help but feel like he just
learned something that could cause many problems in the future for him .
Although Leon solved one of his issues quite fast . . . he only felt like
sighing .

"I guess speed is the answer to everything . . . if I become fast enough, I
won't have to worry about such problems . "

Leon already knew what he needed, a spell that could counter any spell that
may change the space around him or force him to move . Such a spell
wouldnt only counter teleportation . It also would counter Telekinesis,
Gravity, and skills like that . The plan to be fast enough to evade those was a
good one, but a bit unrealistic . Leon couldnt keep himself focused at all
times to dodge such spells, after all .

Fortunately, I have a terrific source of mana with me . So, I dont have to
worry about the cost of mana to learn such spell . . . the problem later will be

how I will keep the spell active every single moment . And it if was a spell
that consumes my mana to prevent such attacks, for how long I will be able to

counter? Those are good questions, which I cant answer right now .



The only way Leon could think of how to do that would be to keep himself
holding something rich in mithril at all times . However, until now, he didnt
find mithril lying around, and considering his past experiences, Leon would
be a fool to wait to found such useful things . The only option left was to
create mithril or stay close to monsters in order to use Mana Absorption .

I will worry about such problems later . . . the shadowy figure probably is a
persistent bastard . However, even he wont bother me all that much once I
counter his actions a few times . . . probably .

Anyway, Leon had to learn the spell and worry about such things later . His
first idea of how to learn the skill he wanted was to improve Mana Barrier .
Leon activated it and confirmed that it could counter the heat of the magma
and even the cold . Leon already knew that it could counter poison, but now
that Leon thought about it, it didnt counter gravity when he learned it . He
didnt feel all that much the effects of the gravity under the city of Miebos
because his Gravity Resistance was high and because he got physically
strong .

This spell has to active automatically in case something happens, but it would
be a pain if it blocks the entrance of even oxygen . . . I have to use Mana

Barrier to counter the heat of this creature automatically, since that is emitted
thanks to the mana of this creature, if I succeed in doing that, then . . .

After learning that, creating a sphere and thickening that mana in it was easy;
however, creating the same layer of mana instantly was very complicated .
When Leon learned Mana Armor, Mana Shield, and Mana Barrier, he didnt
have to worry about the speed . . . it was like he returned to the moment
where he learned the basics of offensive magic .



Even that isnt enough . . . the mana has to be thick enough even to counter
things like Gravity and Telekinesis, the problem is . . . how do I hell do that?

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Anti-Telekinesis Field .

You obtained 01 status points .

Hehehe . . . now I know what do I have to do .

It wasnt much efficient, and it could only counter Telekinesis . Still, since
that kind of skill would only consume his mana if someone tries to control his
body using Telekinesis, it was handy nonetheless . Leon had to use mana to
use Telekinesis and to counter Telekinesis, but he ended up leveling up his
new skill quite a bit .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Telekinesis Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Doing the same thing, Leon learned Anti-Gravity Field . However, would
both of those be enough to counter forced teleportation? At least, in theory,
the answer was yes since Telekinesis and Gravity were used by mana on their
purest form . Teleportation was probably the same thing, at least Leon
thought that was the case since Transfer worked like that .

Wait a minute . . . If I can do that with Telekinesis and Gravity, then . . .

Leon focused on emitting his mana to his surroundings as fast and violently as
possible .Much to his surprise, he soon obtained a notification but opened his
eyes widely when he felt those effects .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Anti-Mana Field .

You obtained 01 status points .

Oh, boy . . . I thought this would solve all my problems, but this is quite
scary .

Just like when Leon uses Mana Concealment, he couldnt use spells when
Anti-Mana Field was active . However, the skill was much complicated than
that . Leon couldnt use mana, and he could block magic attacks as long as he
has mana, but he also couldnt feel the effects of his passive skills . It was a
skill that made him turn into an almost ordinary human again . . .

This skill will certainly prevent forced teleportation, but while I fight, I will
have to deactivate the skill, and that will give the chances to my enemies to
use Teleport and summoning again . . . I can never catch a break .



It was a bit too much to hope that Leon could learn spells and then solve his
problems just like that . However, he couldnt help but feel like he just learned
something that could cause many problems in the future for him . Although
Leon solved one of his issues quite fast . . . he only felt like sighing .

I guess speed is the answer to everything . . . if I become fast enough, I wont
have to worry about such problems .
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Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



It took Leon a few days, but he managed to level Anti-Mana Field up to level

fifty . It was better to make that skill as efficient as possible while he can
because Leon would need a lot of mana to counter the spells of the shadowy
figure .

Regardless, Leon felt like he had always wasted too much time inside that
creature . So, he didn't only resume his job but also sped up things quite a bit
by making more steel than mithril . In a single week, Leon managed to
decrease the health of the creature until it reached five percent of its
maximum . However, things changed after that . . . the whole place started to
tremble, and his spear started to suck everything, even Leon .

"Oh shit . . . this reaction and effect . . . This thing is really in outer space .
"

Leon tried to seal the hollow space inside his spear with several layers of steel,
and he finally managed to stop his body from being sucked to outside of the
monster . However, the beast was still trembling, and as if that wasn't enough,
it started to move to somewhere . . . the sudden movement made Leon hit his
body against the rocks below him . The movement had been so strong that his
body only stopped after hearing the frozen river of magma .

"Shit . . . I should have kept Mana Armor active . . . "

Leon used Full-Recover, and the next moment, he was back on his feet .
However, things were starting to get cold really quickly, not only that . The
air was getting heavy to breathe .

"I have to seal the hollow parts of the spear for the time being . . . the oxygen
is being sucked to outside of the monster . I can produce it, but . . . "



The sudden movement finally stopped, and the body wasn't trembling, but
Leon could feel that the creature was moving to somewhere . It would be
troublesome if it were getting close to the shadowy figure, so Leon hurried to
finish the spear and kill the beast .

The more Leon was approaching to finish his spear, the more he could feel
the creature slowing down its movements . Eventually, even the lower part of
the spear reached the outside of the snake's body, and Leon felt his body
being sucked again . He also sealed the lower part of the spear, but Leon
couldn't help but frown since the snake still had some health .

Galactic Snake (Fire)

Health: 36215/35000000

Mana: 0/ 18000000

Stamina: 12000000/12000000

Strength: 444523 +

Dexterity: 96588 +

Speed: 321523 +

Active Skills: Fly Lv Max, Burning Aura Lv Max, Fire Creation Lv Max,
Hellfire Lv Max, Regeneration Lv Max, Burning Sacrifice Lv Max



"What a fearsome monster . . . well, it isn't that surprising that it has so much
vitality . "

It was time to finish the weapon, so Leon sealed the holes he created on the
spear in order to see the other parts of the monster . Leon could always use
Transfer since he knew the interior of his weapon was hollow, after all .

Galactic Hybrid Mithril Spear

It grants you Strength + 2500, Endurance + 2500, Speed + 2500

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

" . . . I knew I would level up those skills a lot, but . . . seriously? Two

hundred levels in all of them?"

Considering that it was the fruit of half a year of work, it wasn't that
surprising that Leon obtained eight hundred status points . The status of the
spear was also insane, after all . Regardless, that was only the beginning .
Leon used Seal to put the spirit of the snake on that weapon . . . but the skill
failed .

"I guess the creature still is very much alive . . . it has more health than I have
mana, after all . "

Leon shot Plasma Arrows around until the health of the creature's health
dropped to five thousand . After that, he used Seal again, but even though the
cost of the skill was supposed to be only fifty points of mana, Leon used one
hundred times more .

"Ugh . . . this is . . . "

The moment Leon used Seal, he obtained control over the spirit of the snake .
However, even that was beyond that he could control, his right arm started to

burn, and he was losing control over the spirit . Without wasting time, he put
the spirit inside the massive spear . . . but not before his arm got damaged to

the point where his muscles and bones could be seen .

"Shit . . . Full-Recover . "



Congratulations! The skill Seal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Galactic Hybrid Mithril Spear

It grants you the skill: Burning Sacrifice Lv 900 . Strength + 3500,
Endurance + 3500, Speed + 3500

It was a pity that Leon couldn't even hold the spear to test it . Besides, now
that the creature was dead, he didn't have time to spend his mana testing
skills . Regardless, Leon moved upward using the hollow part of the spear

while making sure that the steel he created would prevent him from being
sucked to outside .

At some point, Leon lost the notion of how long the spear became, but at least
from the position; he stayed for the last six months until the tip of the spear
was eighty kilometers long . When Leon noticed that he was about to leave



the monster's body, he activated Mana-Barrier, and then he started to sweat
cold when he saw that really was on the outer space . However, he felt shivers
like never before when he saw that the snake was still moving toward a very
familiar planet . . . the snake was still moving and would collide with Earth
very soon .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

It took Leon a few days, but he managed to level Anti-Mana Field up to level

fifty . It was better to make that skill as efficient as possible while he can
because Leon would need a lot of mana to counter the spells of the shadowy
figure .

Regardless, Leon felt like he had always wasted too much time inside that
creature . So, he didnt only resume his job but also sped up things quite a bit
by making more steel than mithril . In a single week, Leon managed to
decrease the health of the creature until it reached five percent of its



maximum . However, things changed after that . . . the whole place started to
tremble, and his spear started to suck everything, even Leon .

Oh shit . . . this reaction and effect . . . This thing is really in outer space .

Leon tried to seal the hollow space inside his spear with several layers of steel,
and he finally managed to stop his body from being sucked to outside of the
monster . However, the beast was still trembling, and as if that wasnt enough,
it started to move to somewhere . . . the sudden movement made Leon hit his
body against the rocks below him . The movement had been so strong that his
body only stopped after hearing the frozen river of magma .

Shit . . . I should have kept Mana Armor active . . .

Leon used Full-Recover, and the next moment, he was back on his feet .
However, things were starting to get cold really quickly, not only that . The
air was getting heavy to breathe .

I have to seal the hollow parts of the spear for the time being . . . the oxygen
is being sucked to outside of the monster . I can produce it, but . . .

The sudden movement finally stopped, and the body wasnt trembling, but
Leon could feel that the creature was moving to somewhere . It would be
troublesome if it were getting close to the shadowy figure, so Leon hurried to
finish the spear and kill the beast .

The more Leon was approaching to finish his spear, the more he could feel
the creature slowing down its movements . Eventually, even the lower part of
the spear reached the outside of the snakes body, and Leon felt his body being



sucked again . He also sealed the lower part of the spear, but Leon couldnt
help but frown since the snake still had some health .

Galactic Snake (Fire)

Health: 36215/35000000

Mana: 0/ 18000000

Stamina: 12000000/12000000

Strength: 444523 +

Dexterity: 96588 +

Speed: 321523 +

Active Skills: Fly Lv Max, Burning Aura Lv Max, Fire Creation Lv Max,
Hellfire Lv Max, Regeneration Lv Max, Burning Sacrifice Lv Max

What a fearsome monster . . . well, it isnt that surprising that it has so much
vitality .

It was time to finish the weapon, so Leon sealed the holes he created on the
spear in order to see the other parts of the monster . Leon could always use
Transfer since he knew the interior of his weapon was hollow, after all .



Galactic Hybrid Mithril Spear

It grants you Strength + 2500, Endurance + 2500, Speed + 2500

Congratulations! The skill Craft has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

. . . I knew I would level up those skills a lot, but . . . seriously? Two

hundred levels in all of them?

Considering that it was the fruit of half a year of work, it wasnt that surprising
that Leon obtained eight hundred status points . The status of the spear was



also insane, after all . Regardless, that was only the beginning . Leon used
Seal to put the spirit of the snake on that weapon . . . but the skill failed .

I guess the creature still is very much alive . . . it has more health than I have
mana, after all .

Leon shot Plasma Arrows around until the health of the creatures health
dropped to five thousand . After that, he used Seal again, but even though the
cost of the skill was supposed to be only fifty points of mana, Leon used one
hundred times more .

Ugh . . . this is . . .

The moment Leon used Seal, he obtained control over the spirit of the snake .
However, even that was beyond that he could control, his right arm started to

burn, and he was losing control over the spirit . Without wasting time, he put
the spirit inside the massive spear . . . but not before his arm got damaged to

the point where his muscles and bones could be seen .

Shit . . . Full-Recover .

Congratulations! The skill Seal has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Galactic Hybrid Mithril Spear

It grants you the skill: Burning Sacrifice Lv 900 . Strength + 3500,
Endurance + 3500, Speed + 3500

It was a pity that Leon couldnt even hold the spear to test it . Besides, now
that the creature was dead, he didnt have time to spend his mana testing
skills . Regardless, Leon moved upward using the hollow part of the spear

while making sure that the steel he created would prevent him from being
sucked to outside .

At some point, Leon lost the notion of how long the spear became, but at least
from the position; he stayed for the last six months until the tip of the spear
was eighty kilometers long . When Leon noticed that he was about to leave

the monsters body, he activated Mana-Barrier, and then he started to sweat
cold when he saw that really was on the outer space . However, he felt shivers
like never before when he saw that the snake was still moving toward a very
familiar planet . . . the snake was still moving and would collide with Earth
very soon .

Novel Chapter 389
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Leon was in shock . He couldn't understand why he was so suddenly
returning to Earth . . . no, why the snake was heading there . While Leon was

thinking about that, he saw the dead snake passing by Mars at an astounding

speed . It was quite surprising that such speed didn't crush his body, but it
was probably because he was still inside the spear, and he did an excellent job
making it thin, but stable .

"This creature once started to move a few days ago . . . so why it suddenly
started to move and why toward Earth? Did that bastard do something? Or

the creature finally felt my mana and heading to a place where I left some
trails there?"

Either way, it didn't matter . Although the creature slowed down upon death,
it still would hit earth . . . it was like the creature made a path using its mana
or somehow managed to make its body get attracted by Earth, like a
magnet . . . Still, Leon had to stop the beast, but Leon could really do one
thing to succeed . . . use Summon Zombie .

"Why do I always have to use this damn spell whenever I am against the wall?
This has to be a joke . . . "

Leon didn't have much time, even though the snake died, it was still flying at
unbelievable speed . . . Leon only had a few minutes before impact . He had
no other choice but to use Summon Zombie because the creature wouldn't be
able to slow down so fast . In the end, Leon did it .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Stop now!" Leon shouted .
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The beast probably didn't hear Leon since he was so small, and he was very
far away from its head . But Leon felt the snake moving its body and slowing
down . . . thanks to it, his body hit against the mithril spear and Leon broke
his nose . Ten minutes later, the creature finally stopped in the middle of the
outer space, and Leon sighed in relief . . . Earth was still very far away, but at
the same time, it looked so close . . . at least it was much closer than any



point Leon had been in the last six or seven years . He could see the place
clearly thanks to Sharp Eyes, but only after he calmed down, he understood
that things looked a bit different on Earth . . . America and Africa looked
more prominent, and the shapes of the continents were a bit different than
Leon recalled .

"Oh boy . . . how many years have passed while I was away?"

Leon probably could use Transfer and appear back on Earth, but he couldn't
leave his zombie nearby . Although he didn't want to use that skill, Leon
would need such a creature if the lizard or the shadowy figure do something
again . . .

"It is not like I can make this thing 'park' on Earth . . . how big is this

anyway?"

"Yep . . . I can't let this on Earth . It is too big . . . I wonder if it can stay on
the moon . . . where is the moon?"

Leon frowned when he didn't see the moon, but then he recalled that it might
have been on the side of the planet . After deciding to approach slowly, the
zombie snake obeyed Leon's thought and begun to fly . . . it was quite a good
vehicle, it was like a spaceship that could be controlled by thoughts .
Regardless, Leon didn't know if leaving such a massive beast on the moon

would cause some sort of disaster, but Leon decided to keep it nearby in case
he needs to use it . Besides, it would be an excellent weapon to threaten
anyone who may try to screw with Leon .

Sponsored Content
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Regardless, Leon was running out of oxygen, so he decided to return to the
interior of the zombie snake in order to create some oxygen . . . things would
get messy inside his Mana Barrier if he doesn't refresh the air inside of it .

Once Leon returned, he was close enough to see that Earth was a bit more
green than usual . During his student years, he saw many maps, and all of
them showed that the area where he lived was quite brown . . . but now it was

green . A lot of years have passed, Leon knew that, and even though more
trees were good, Leon couldn't feel happy about it . Only sad . . . it wouldn't
be weird if more than five hundred years have passed since he left .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



At least Leon didn't stay sad for long . . . getting angry wouldn't help, but it
was much better than to feel depressed . Eventually, Leon was close enough
to Earth that he could almost enter in orbit . . . but instead of using Transfer,
he made the zombie snake fly to the other side of Earth . . . and Leon
confirmed that the moon really had disappeared .

"What happened while I was away . . . " Leon sighed and massaged his
eyebrows . "Now it makes sense that the continents are different . . . even
Japan and Australia got bigger . Regardless . . . stay here and don't move .
Don't try to get too close to Earth . "

Leon looked at his snakes and stared at it waiting for a nod . . . soon he got
tired of it and used Transfer where Las Vegas was supposed to be . . . he
found Las Vegas, but Leon barely could see anything only a massive forest .

Leon was in shock . He couldnt understand why he was so suddenly returning
to Earth . . . no, why the snake was heading there . While Leon was thinking

about that, he saw the dead snake passing by Mars at an astounding speed . It
was quite surprising that such speed didnt crush his body, but it was probably
because he was still inside the spear, and he did an excellent job making it
thin, but stable .

This creature once started to move a few days ago . . . so why it suddenly
started to move and why toward Earth? Did that bastard do something? Or

the creature finally felt my mana and heading to a place where I left some
trails there?

Either way, it didnt matter . Although the creature slowed down upon death,
it still would hit earth . . . it was like the creature made a path using its mana
or somehow managed to make its body get attracted by Earth, like a



magnet . . . Still, Leon had to stop the beast, but Leon could really do one
thing to succeed . . . use Summon Zombie .

Why do I always have to use this damn spell whenever I am against the wall?
This has to be a joke . . .

Leon didnt have much time, even though the snake died, it was still flying at
unbelievable speed . . . Leon only had a few minutes before impact . He had
no other choice but to use Summon Zombie because the creature wouldnt be
able to slow down so fast . In the end, Leon did it .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Zombie has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Stop now! Leon shouted .



The beast probably didnt hear Leon since he was so small, and he was very
far away from its head . But Leon felt the snake moving its body and slowing
down . . . thanks to it, his body hit against the mithril spear and Leon broke
his nose . Ten minutes later, the creature finally stopped in the middle of the
outer space, and Leon sighed in relief . . . Earth was still very far away, but at
the same time, it looked so close . . . at least it was much closer than any
point Leon had been in the last six or seven years . He could see the place
clearly thanks to Sharp Eyes, but only after he calmed down, he understood
that things looked a bit different on Earth . . . America and Africa looked
more prominent, and the shapes of the continents were a bit different than
Leon recalled .

Oh boy . . . how many years have passed while I was away?

Leon probably could use Transfer and appear back on Earth, but he couldnt
leave his zombie nearby . Although he didnt want to use that skill, Leon
would need such a creature if the lizard or the shadowy figure do something
again . . .

It is not like I can make this thing park on Earth . . . how big is this anyway?

Yep . . . I cant let this on Earth . It is too big . . . I wonder if it can stay on the
moon . . . where is the moon?

Leon frowned when he didnt see the moon, but then he recalled that it might
have been on the side of the planet . After deciding to approach slowly, the
zombie snake obeyed Leons thought and begun to fly . . . it was quite a good
vehicle, it was like a spaceship that could be controlled by thoughts .
Regardless, Leon didnt know if leaving such a massive beast on the moon

would cause some sort of disaster, but Leon decided to keep it nearby in case



he needs to use it . Besides, it would be an excellent weapon to threaten
anyone who may try to screw with Leon .

Regardless, Leon was running out of oxygen, so he decided to return to the
interior of the zombie snake in order to create some oxygen . . . things would
get messy inside his Mana Barrier if he doesnt refresh the air inside of it .

Once Leon returned, he was close enough to see that Earth was a bit more
green than usual . During his student years, he saw many maps, and all of
them showed that the area where he lived was quite brown . . . but now it was

green . A lot of years have passed, Leon knew that, and even though more
trees were good, Leon couldnt feel happy about it . Only sad . . . it wouldnt
be weird if more than five hundred years have passed since he left .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



At least Leon didnt stay sad for long . . . getting angry wouldnt help, but it
was much better than to feel depressed . Eventually, Leon was close enough
to Earth that he could almost enter in orbit . . . but instead of using Transfer,
he made the zombie snake fly to the other side of Earth . . . and Leon
confirmed that the moon really had disappeared .

What happened while I was away . . . Leon sighed and massaged his
eyebrows . Now it makes sense that the continents are different . . . even
Japan and Australia got bigger . Regardless . . . stay here and dont move .
Dont try to get too close to Earth .

Leon looked at his snakes and stared at it waiting for a nod . . . soon he got
tired of it and used Transfer where Las Vegas was supposed to be . . . he
found Las Vegas, but Leon barely could see anything only a massive forest .

Novel Chapter 390

Chapter 390: 390

Leon couldn't help but frown while he was falling . After using Transfer,
Leon appeared in the middle of the atmosphere and now, he couldn't help but
wonder if he had gone to the right place . . . Leon recognized the terrain to
some extent, but he couldn't see any decent landmark .

Before Leon could land, he started to fly and confirmed that the zombie snake
was still on the place he left . Although he couldn't see it perfectly, Leon
could see a massive 'stain' on the sky . It extended from one horizon to the

other, after all . Regardless, Leon landed on the gigantic forest and activated



Anti-Mana Field . Now that he was finally back, he couldn't leave any
bastard to summon or teleport him again .

"I guess I should be fine for the time being . . . if something happens, I can
always grab the mithril spear and drain its mana . Mmm? What is this?"

After taking a few steps, Leon noticed that he was above a pavemented
street . There was a thick layer of sand above it, but Leon noticed a curb
under his feet . The forest was too dense to confirm that he was indeed at the

place once it was Las Vegas, but it wouldn't be long to find any sign of
civilization . Even if one thousand years have passed, he was bound to find
the remaining buildings and houses .

"Let's see . . . I can't use any active skill, and my passive skills don't work
either . However, it looks like my other status are working . . . it is like I'm
not ordinary human again . I'm just a survivor with pathetic status . "

Leon's health and stamina were low, but he would be able to run in case
something happens . If the worst comes to worst, he can always cancel
Anti-Mana Field for a second and use Transfer .

After Leon started to walk, it didn't take long before he could find a monster .
Rather, the beast found him . Suddenly four blocks of earth appeared out
nowhere and smashed Leon . . . Well, only sand hit Leon . The blocks of
earth became dust soon after it got one meter away from Leon .

"Tsk . . . I got too much used to Mana Dominion . . . "



Leon looked around and didn't find the enemy . He only noticed what had
attacked him after he saw a random tree, slightly trembling . Leon didn't
think twice and used Plasma Arrow and destroyed the creature
completely . . . it was a trent . . . a monster tree .

"Oops . . . I can't use . . . Mmm?"

Leon frowned when after noticing that he attacked instantly, but he frowned,
even more, when Anti-Mana Field was reactivated soon after he cast Plasma
Arrow . He cast an Earth Bullet and confirmed that the spell activated soon
after Leon attacked . . . in the brief fraction of a second, the spell deactivated
and activated without caring about Leon's will .

"I see . . . so it works like that . In the end, this is a spell . . . a mage's tool,
a spell that put the mage at risk like that can't exist . Although the spell has its
demerits, it has some advantages, too . "

While Leon was thinking about that, the entire area started to tremble . No, it
wasn't the area . . . the trees were shaking, and Leon couldn't help but frown
when he used Appraisal on them .

Ancient Trent (Earth)

Health: 45000/45000

Mana: 15000/150000

Stamina: 20000/20000



Strength: 2123 +

Dexterity: 1452 +

Speed: 656 +

Active Skills: Earthquake Lv 353, Earth Execution Lv 263, Earth Creation
Lv 355,Water Creation Lv 322,Water Cannon Lv 275, Mud Rain Lv 222

Passive Skills: Earth Absorption Lv 313, Water Absorption Lv 309,
Meditation Lv 399¸ Deep Slumber Lv 425, Poison Resistance Lv 250,
Multiplication Lv 333, Mana Absorption Lv 311, Pain Resistance Lv 396

"Hey, hey . . . what the hell is going on? A forest of trents? And all of them

are stronger than angels?"

Before Leon could think of an explanation, several blocks of earth started to
appear around him again and again . Leon could counter Earthquake and save
a lot of mana just by flying a little bit, but his mana was quickly decreasing
because Anti-Mana Field was countering Earth Execution .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Too many enemies, and I am not here to fight . . . " Leon flew high and

escaped from the monsters' reach, but their attacks didn't stop even after he
was three hundred meters above them . "I have to look for any traces of
Amanda's house, but . . . if there is a horde of monsters here, then I won't
find anything . "

Leon bit his lips . . . Las Vegas was no more . Although it was crazy, it
looked like Earth became greener thanks to those trents . They were more
robust than the ordinary angels, so it wouldn't be weird if that were on the
fourth stage of assimilation . The angels were the strongest monsters on
Celosie and Dasaliv, after all .

"I have to see how things are in New York . . . I should be able to collect
some good pieces of information there . "

Leon could only hope that Sarah and Tom were still there, but considering
that at least two hundred years have passed on Earth since he disappeared, it
was very unlikely that they were still the leaders . . . Regardless, Leon didn't
have any other option, and he used Transfer toward New York while his lips

were leaving a trail of blood behind .



Leon couldnt help but frown while he was falling . After using Transfer, Leon
appeared in the middle of the atmosphere and now, he couldnt help but
wonder if he had gone to the right place . . . Leon recognized the terrain to
some extent, but he couldnt see any decent landmark .

Before Leon could land, he started to fly and confirmed that the zombie snake
was still on the place he left . Although he couldnt see it perfectly, Leon
could see a massive stain on the sky . It extended from one horizon to the

other, after all . Regardless, Leon landed on the gigantic forest and activated
Anti-Mana Field . Now that he was finally back, he couldnt leave any bastard
to summon or teleport him again .

I guess I should be fine for the time being . . . if something happens, I can
always grab the mithril spear and drain its mana . Mmm? What is this?

After taking a few steps, Leon noticed that he was above a pavemented
street . There was a thick layer of sand above it, but Leon noticed a curb
under his feet . The forest was too dense to confirm that he was indeed at the

place once it was Las Vegas, but it wouldnt be long to find any sign of
civilization . Even if one thousand years have passed, he was bound to find
the remaining buildings and houses .

Lets see . . . I cant use any active skill, and my passive skills dont work
either . However, it looks like my other status are working . . . it is like Im
not ordinary human again . Im just a survivor with pathetic status .

Leons health and stamina were low, but he would be able to run in case
something happens . If the worst comes to worst, he can always cancel
Anti-Mana Field for a second and use Transfer .



After Leon started to walk, it didnt take long before he could find a monster .
Rather, the beast found him . Suddenly four blocks of earth appeared out
nowhere and smashed Leon . . . Well, only sand hit Leon . The blocks of
earth became dust soon after it got one meter away from Leon .

Tsk . . . I got too much used to Mana Dominion . . .

Leon looked around and didnt find the enemy . He only noticed what had
attacked him after he saw a random tree, slightly trembling . Leon didnt think
twice and used Plasma Arrow and destroyed the creature completely . . . it
was a trent . . . a monster tree .

Oops . . . I cant use . . . Mmm?

Leon frowned when after noticing that he attacked instantly, but he frowned,
even more, when Anti-Mana Field was reactivated soon after he cast Plasma
Arrow . He cast an Earth Bullet and confirmed that the spell activated soon
after Leon attacked . . . in the brief fraction of a second, the spell deactivated
and activated without caring about Leons will .

I see . . . so it works like that . In the end, this is a spell . . . a mages tool, a
spell that put the mage at risk like that cant exist . Although the spell has its
demerits, it has some advantages, too .

While Leon was thinking about that, the entire area started to tremble . No, it
wasnt the area . . . the trees were shaking, and Leon couldnt help but frown
when he used Appraisal on them .

Ancient Trent (Earth)



Health: 45000/45000

Mana: 15000/150000

Stamina: 20000/20000

Strength: 2123 +

Dexterity: 1452 +

Speed: 656 +

Active Skills: Earthquake Lv 353, Earth Execution Lv 263, Earth Creation
Lv 355,Water Creation Lv 322,Water Cannon Lv 275, Mud Rain Lv 222

Passive Skills: Earth Absorption Lv 313, Water Absorption Lv 309,
Meditation Lv 399¸ Deep Slumber Lv 425, Poison Resistance Lv 250,
Multiplication Lv 333, Mana Absorption Lv 311, Pain Resistance Lv 396

Hey, hey . . . what the hell is going on? A forest of trents? And all of them

are stronger than angels?

Before Leon could think of an explanation, several blocks of earth started to
appear around him again and again . Leon could counter Earthquake and save
a lot of mana just by flying a little bit, but his mana was quickly decreasing
because Anti-Mana Field was countering Earth Execution .



Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Anti-Mana Field has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Too many enemies, and I am not here to fight . . . Leon flew high and

escaped from the monsters reach, but their attacks didnt stop even after he
was three hundred meters above them . I have to look for any traces of
Amandas house, but . . . if there is a horde of monsters here, then I wont find
anything .

Leon bit his lips . . . Las Vegas was no more . Although it was crazy, it
looked like Earth became greener thanks to those trents . They were more
robust than the ordinary angels, so it wouldnt be weird if that were on the
fourth stage of assimilation . The angels were the strongest monsters on
Celosie and Dasaliv, after all .

I have to see how things are in New York . . . I should be able to collect some
good pieces of information there .



Leon could only hope that Sarah and Tom were still there, but considering
that at least two hundred years have passed on Earth since he disappeared, it
was very unlikely that they were still the leaders . . . Regardless, Leon didnt
have any other option, and he used Transfer toward New York while his lips

were leaving a trail of blood behind .
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